WE WANT TO WELCOME YOU TO MALMSTENS AT STOCKHOLM FURNITURE & LIGHT FAIR 5 - 9 FEBRUARY

Inaguration February 5th, 2 pm, showcase C18:34. Come meet all the students represented in the exhibition and hear what they have to say about wood, craft and design.

The MALMSTENS showcase exhibit third year bachelor students representing the three programs: Cabinetmaking, Upholstery and Furniture design.

The ten design students have collaborated with furniture producer BLÅ STATION, with material from SWEDISH WOOD, to manifest pine and redefine its value in our time. Presenting prototypes of innovative furniture, accessories and interesting interpretations of a material. The cabinetmakers and the upholstery students will show a wide range of objects, from Journeyman’s pieces to historical furniture and collaborations. Three programs gathered in one showcase, just as it is at Malmstens. Great people learning from each other, exchanging knowledge and experiences to create and reshape our future.

WE LOOK FORWARD TO MEET YOU!